Becoming
A Guided Journal for Discovering Your Voice

Think of this journal as a companion along your own journey of becoming.

Based on Michelle Obama’s bestselling memoir and featuring an intimate and inspiring introduction by the former First Lady, these pages include more than 150 thought-provoking questions and prompts to help you discover, and rediscover, the one thing that will always be true to you and you alone—your story. Inside, you’ll find an opportunity not only to take heart in the experiences that brought you where you are today, but to feel empowered to take those next steps, wherever they might lead.

MICHELLE Robinson Obama served as First Lady of the United States from 2009 to 2017. A graduate of Princeton University and Harvard Law School, Mrs. Obama started her career as an attorney at the Chicago law firm Sidley & Austin, where she met her future husband, Barack Obama. She later worked in the Chicago mayor’s office, at the University of Chicago, and at the University of Chicago Medical Center. Mrs. Obama also founded the Chicago chapter of Public Allies, an organization that prepares young people for careers in public service. She is the author of the critically acclaimed memoir Becoming, which has sold more than 11.5 million copies around the world, and of the #1 New York Times bestseller American Grown. The Obamas currently live in Washington, DC, and have two daughters, Malia and Sasha.

“I hope you’ll use this journal to write down your experiences, thoughts, and feelings, in all their imperfections, and without judgment.”

— MICHELLE OBAMA

JOURNAL INCLUDES:
- An introduction from Mrs. Obama
- 3-piece case with copper foil stamping and half jacket
- Grosgrain ribbon marker
- 2-color interior printing
- Deluxe cream writing paper
- Lay-flat binding for easy writing

"There’s power in allowing yourself to be known and heard, in owning your unique story, in using your authentic voice. And there’s grace in being willing to learn and humble within. This, for me, is how we become."
Q&A a Day for Travelers
365 Questions, 3 Years, 1,095 Answers

For footloose gypsies and armchair travelers alike: this three-year travel journal is filled with prompts that encourage you to remember and revisit your favorite trips and explore dream destinations. As you answer the questions year after year, you will gain new insight into your unique path through the world.

ANNA FRENKEL is a language teacher who loves to travel, learn new languages, and document her experiences through blogging and journaling. She lives in Ontario, Canada.
Do One Thing Every Day to Change the World

A Journal

This journal offers 365 inspiring prompts and quotes from people who think hard about and work for change. Whether you aspire to be more politically active, environmentally friendly, or socially conscious, there is something here for you to do.

“In a gentle way, you can shake the world.”
—Mahatma Gandhi

ROBIE ROGGE is a New York City–based packager. DIAN G. SMITH is a freelance writer and reading specialist.
How to Drink Wine

The Easiest Way to Learn What You Like

With its conversational tone, playful maps, and witty illustrations, this book is a brand-new kind of wine resource.

Grant Reynolds is an acclaimed sommelier and owner of the wine shop Parcelle. He is also the wine director and a partner in Delicious Hospitality Group, which owns and operates restaurants in New York City. Chris Stang is the cofounder and CEO of the restaurant-recommendation website and app The Infatuation and also serves as the CEO of Zagat.

1. Ask for input. Don’t worry. We can help without arming you with a 2,000 page textbook about wine. All you have to do is end up in your hands and you either blindly choose to share stories about cats with. Somehow, the wine list around who knows what he or she is talking about. If no one is the owner or a manager director, or some other wine person to help guide you. Open ended allows for the sake of simplicity and exploration Further, also serves as the CEO of Zagat.

2. Find someone who probably doesn’t matter what they’re talking about, it

3. Start with how much you want to spend. There are so many grapes and tough to answer because from both on almost every wine producing region.

4. Choose either a style or a grape varietal. If you like it, it probably doesn’t matter what they’re talking about, it

5. Ask for input. 8.

6. person will be glad you told them what you choose from that list. If you like it, it probably doesn’t matter what they’re talking about, it

7. Don’t worry. We can help without arming you with a 2,000 page textbook about wine. All you have to do is end up in your hands and you either blindly choose to share stories about cats with. Somehow, the wine list around who knows what he or she is talking about. If no one is the owner or a manager director, or some other wine person to help guide you. Open ended allows for the sake of simplicity and exploration Further, also serves as the CEO of Zagat.

8. How To Eat Like You Hate Recycling a Wine list that you know nothing about,

9. How To Eat Like You Hate Recycling a Wine list that you know nothing about, and say France or California for the sake of simplicity and get a French gadget.

10. How To Eat Like You Hate Recycling a Wine list that you know nothing about, and say France or California for the sake of simplicity and get a French gadget.

11. How To Eat Like You Hate Recycling a Wine list that you know nothing about, and say France or California for the sake of simplicity and get a French gadget.

12. How To Eat Like You Hate Recycling a Wine list that you know nothing about, and say France or California for the sake of simplicity and get a French gadget.
Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat

Featuring Wendy MacNaughton’s beloved illustrations from Samin Nosrat’s bestselling Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat, here are three new ways to engage with their vibrant, warm, and whimsical work.

Prints

Twenty prints reproduced on high-quality art paper. At once beautiful and useful, designed for framing but perfect for anywhere, they will inspire you to cook and draw in the same spirit they were created.

Postcards

Fifty stunning postcards—perfect for sending, collecting, decorating, or using as gift tags.

Notebooks

A gorgeous set of four notebooks with an accordion folder for recipes and notes.

Prints

Twenty prints reproduced on high-quality art paper. At once beautiful and useful, designed for framing but perfect for anywhere, they will inspire you to cook and draw in the same spirit they were created.

Postcards

Fifty stunning postcards—perfect for sending, collecting, decorating, or using as gift tags.

Notebooks

A gorgeous set of four notebooks with an accordion folder for recipes and notes.
Rad American History A–Z

Movements and Moments That Demonstrate the Power of the People

From the New York Times bestselling team behind Rad American Women A–Z comes this illustrated collection of radical and transformative political, social, and cultural movements in American history.

KATE SCHATZ is a Bay Area–based feminist, writer, activist, and educator. MIRIAM KLEIN STAHL is an artist, educator, and activist based in Berkeley, CA.
Kusama was born in 1929 in Matsumoto, Japan. As a child, she was discouraged from pursuing art and would even tear up her drawings. But in 1948, Kusama managed to convince her parents to let her become an artist. While living as a struggling artist in New York, Kusama began to paint polka dots. In 1963, she began creating her Infinity Mirrored Paintings, where she would cover canvases, people, and even entire rooms with her famous Infinity Nets series. As seen in the painting No. F (1961), these paintings are made of seemingly endless circles that cover the entire canvas. At the time, pop artists such as Andy Warhol were creating their own Versions of Infinity Mirrored Paintings, but Kusama’s versions were more complex and different from Warhol’s. The polka dots in Kusama’s art became iconic for her dots, but they are more than just a pattern for her. In her mirrored rooms and paintings, Kusama has said that she “obliterates” the viewer’s sense of space. Her work was engulfed in. She has turned her illness into inspiration. She has suffered from anxiety attacks and hallucinations her whole life during the Reconstruction era.

The South was moving back to Japan. She continued to work through her challenges, featured at major galleries, including the Museum of Modern Art. The Wondrous Workings of Planet Earth Puzzle Ecosystems of the World 500-Piece Jigsaw Puzzle and Poster

A colorful and informative puzzle celebrating our planet’s stunning ecosystems, perfect for science lovers, students, gamers, and more—with an accompanying poster that shows the ecosystems with fun facts on the back.

RACHEL IGNOTOFSKY is a New York Times bestselling author, illustrator, and designer based in Los Angeles.
Women in Science

I LOVE SCIENCE
THIERRY NUCHE
9780374878502
304 PAGES • 6 1/8 X 8 1/4
4-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT

WOMEN IN SCIENCE: 100 POSTCARDS
CLARKSON POTTER
9780553578867
$14.00 US ($17.00 CAN)
100 6-COLOR POSTCARDS
100 UNIQUE IMAGES • 4 X 6
FOIL-STEMPED COVER • BELLYBAND

WOMEN IN SCIENCE
THIERRY NUCHE
9780374878760
HC • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
336 PAGES • 7 1/4 X 9 3/4
6 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
FOIL-STEMPED COVER

WOMEN IN SCIENCE PUZZLE
CLARKSON POTTER
9780553577029
$16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
500-PIECE PUZZLE AND POSTER
BOX • 7 1/4 X 9 3/4 • 2-PIECE • 4-COLOR, 18 X 24 • POSTER • 4-COLOR, 18 X 24
Astrology for Real Relationships

Understanding You, Me, and How We All Get Along

A modern, inclusive guide to astrology that will illuminate your love life as well as your relationships with your family, your friends, and yourself.

JESSICA LANYADOO, an internationally respected astrologer and psychic medium, with fans and clients across the globe.

T. GREENAWAY, is a journalist, poet, and editor who has been writing and editing for nearly two decades.

CAROL WOOLTON, is a writer, journalist, and the jewelry editor of British Vogue, and is based in London.

The New Stone Age

Ideas and Inspiration for Living with Crystals

A fashion-forward guide to living well with crystals from the jewelry editor of British Vogue—including guidance and advice from designers, jewelers, and celebrity crystal fans.

Caitlin Keegan

Illuminated Art Series
The Little Book of Bonsai
An Easy Guide to Caring for Your Bonsai Tree

This charming, beautifully photographed beginner’s guide from a trusted expert covers all the basics to keep your bonsai alive and happy.

Small Garden Style
A Design Guide for Outdoor Rooms and Containers

A stylishly photographed guide to creating lush, layered, dramatic little gardens no matter the size of your available space—an urban patio, a tiny backyard, or even just a pot by your front door.

JONAS DUPUICH is a full-time, award-winning bonsai expert and creator of Bonsai Tonight, one of the top bonsai websites in the world. He lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.

ISA HENDRY EATON is the founder of Isa Bird Landscape Design, whose clients include the famed Montecito Inn. JENNIFER BLAISE KRAMER has twenty years’ experience as a home and lifestyle writer. They are both based in Santa Barbara, CA.
Nests, Eggs, Birds
An Illustrated Aviary

This gorgeously illustrated, entertaining, and educational guide explores the fascinating details of where and how birds of various species live their lives, make their homes, and lay their eggs.

KELSEY OSEID is an author, artist, and amateur naturalist who lives in Minneapolis. She has illustrated a variety of children’s books and runs an online shop in which she sells prints and original pieces of her nature-themed work.
How to Make a House a Home

Creating a Purposeful, Personal Space

Learn how to design a space that’s not only beautiful, but also mindful, functional, and nurturing, with this practical and stylish design book.

ARIEL KAYE is the founder and CEO of Parachute Home, the home essentials brand.

More Home Organization

The Home Edit

From the Instagram-sensation home experts with a forthcoming Netflix show produced by Hello Sunshine, this New York Times bestseller is an accessible room-by-room guide to establishing order in your home.

Tidying Up with Marie Kondo: The Book Collection

Discover the books that inspired the Netflix phenomenon Tidying Up with Marie Kondo, now together in a gorgeous keepsake package: The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up and Spark Joy.
Garden & Gun

Come On In
A Guest Book

Celebrate everyone who walks through your door with this cloth-covered guest book featuring memorable quotes about gracious living from Garden & Gun and other esteemed Southerners.

Bless Your Heart
200 Trivia Questions to Prove Your Southern Know-How

How well do you know Southern culture? Find out with this trivia game—plus hosting tips and ten recipes for cocktails and party bites—from the editors of Garden & Gun.
New York Shuffle Playing Cards

Two Standard Decks

A pair of professional-grade playing card decks featuring whimsical paintings of quintessentially New York City characters and objects from two-time Caldecott winner Sophie Blackall.

SOPHIE BLACKALL has illustrated more than 20 books for children, including the ongoing Ivy and Bean series, which has over a million copies in print. She lives in New York City.

Minimal New York City

Graphic, Gritty, and Witty

A bold and charming celebration of New York City, this book playfully captures the gritty essence of the five boroughs with its clever minimalist illustrations and witty captions.

MICHAEL ARNDT is an award-winning graphic designer based in New York City.

Hello Cheeky

50 Postcards with Stickers

From the wildly creative brain of famed illustrator and doodlebomber Hattie Stewart comes a set of 50 postcards with stickers to brighten up the dullest of mailboxes.

HATTIE STEWART is an artist and illustrator based in London.

Hello Cheeky

50 Postcards with Stickers

From the wildly creative brain of famed illustrator and doodlebomber Hattie Stewart comes a set of 50 postcards with stickers to brighten up the dullest of mailboxes.

HATTIE STEWART is an artist and illustrator based in London.

Dreamland

A 500-Piece Jigsaw Puzzle & Stickers

Enter the bright and zany universe of Hattie Stewart with this 18 x 24 inch, 500-piece jigsaw puzzle, plus bonus stickers, all fizzing with Hattie’s iconic sass and retro charm.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574644 • 6/2020
$14.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
352 CARDS WITH BOOKLET
2 STANDARDS DECKS IN ALL
53 ORIGINAL 4-COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS (ONE ON EACH CARD)
ACCORDION-FOLDED INSTRUCTION SHEET
BOX: 5½ X 8 ¹/₄
A Jane Austen Tarot Deck
53 Cards for Divination and Gameplay

Jane Austen lovers and tarot readers will delight in this sublime and whimsical package. Featuring 53 characters (including Elizabeth Bennet, Mr. Darcy, Elinor Dashwood, and more) and objects (such as well-trimmed bonnets and a stack of novels) from Austen’s books, each tarot card doubles as a playing card.
Heart of Gold Journal

Little Acts of Kindness

Positive change starts with you. From the creators of the Do One Thing Every Day series comes a beautifully designed journal that encourages you to make socially conscious choices on a daily basis.

The Quiet Journal

Discover Your Secret Strengths and Unleash Your Inner Power

The companion to the international bestselling book Quiet, this journal includes an assessment quiz and powerful prompts to help you harness your secret strengths, empower communication at home and at work, and nurture your best self. A lay-flat cover, smooth writing paper, and a ribbon marker make this an accessible tool for reflection and exploration.

Apologize for a mistake or a slight.

Encourage someone else to volunteer.

ROBIE ROGGE is New York City-based packager.
DIAN G. SMITH is a freelance writer and public school teacher.

SUSAN CAIN is a graduate of Princeton and Harvard Law School who worked as a corporate lawyer before deciding to write Quiet. Her book has been translated into 40 languages and was named the best book of the year by Fast Company. She lives in the Hudson Valley, NY.
Show Me the Monet

An Artful Card Game for Collectors

Art lovers and gamblers will wheel and deal their way to multimillion-dollar collections of masterpieces by Monet, Velázquez, Kahl, Cassatt, Rembrandt, and other renowned artists. The fast-paced action requires card counting and bluffing to build collections by artist, country, or genre. The lucky ones will be dealt a Flea Market Find card worth $100,000,000!

THOMAS CUSHING is a New York City–based writer, entrepreneur, and professional packager.

Professor Astro Cat’s Frontiers of Space 500-Piece Puzzle

Cosmic Jigsaw Puzzle and Seek-and-Find Poster

A stellar jigsaw puzzle featuring the midcentury-style art from the cult hit Professor Astro Cat’s Frontiers of Space, plus a reference poster with more engaging activities.

DR. DOMINIC WALLIMAN is a scientist who works on quantum computers. BEN NEWMAN is an artist whose practice spans commercial work as well as worldwide exhibitions, paintings, and three-dimensional collaborations. The two are the coauthors of the bestselling Professor Astro Cat books, which have been translated into 18 languages.
Bestselling Games

PUNDERDOME
CLARKSON POTTER
9780811856544
NT/GAME - $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
BOX: 5½ x 3½ x 2½
300 CARDS - ACCORDION-FOLDED INSTRUCTION SHEET

PUNDERDOME WILD THINGS
EXPANSION PACK
CLARKSON POTTER
9780811823769
NT/GAME - $10.00 US ($15.50 CAN)
50 CARDS - WAFER SEAL

PUNDERDOME FOOD FIGHT
EXPANSION PACK
CLARKSON POTTER
9780811821600
NT/GAME - $10.00 US ($15.50 CAN)
50 CARDS - WAFER SEAL

HYPERTHEticals
CLARKSON POTTER
9780307875537
NT/GAME - $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
BOX: 6 x 3½ x 2½
150 2-COLOR CARDS - ACCORDION-FOLDED INSTRUCTION SHEET
NOTEPAD (60 SHEETS)

CINEPHILE
CLARKSON POTTER
9780811823075
NT/GAME - $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
BOX: 7½ x 7½ x 2½
120 6-COLOR CARDS

REWORDABLE
CLARKSON POTTER
9780811823654
BOX: 7½ x 7½ x 2½
120 6-COLOR CARDS
Big Cards for Little Hands

Leo Lionni’s Friends

Matching Game
A Memory Game with 20 Matching Pairs for Children

Go Fish Card Game
Includes Rules for Two More Games: Concentration and Snap

Oliver Jeffers Go Fish: A 3-in-1 Card Deck
Card Games Include Go Fish, Concentration, and Snap

Uni the Unicorn: A 3-in-1 Card Deck
Card Games Include Go Fish, Concentration, and Snap

CLARKSON POTTER
9780061562299 - 1/3/2020
NT/GAME: $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
BOX: 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 x 1 1/2
50 Tiles (7 x 7)
20 x Color Illustrations
2 Instruction Cards
DREAM WORLD MATCHING GAME
CLARKSON POTTER
9781984624592
NT/GAME • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
BOX: 5½ x 5½ x 1½
40 TILES (2½ x 3½) • 20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
GOLD FOIL ACCENTS

THE WONDERFUL BABY YOU ARE
CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573950
NT/JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.00 CAN)
80 PAGES • 8 X 5
4 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
FOIL STAMPED COVER • RIBBON CLOSURE
3 BOUND-IN 4 COLOR KEEPSAFE ENVELOPES
4 COLOR STICKER SHEETS

THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE
CLARKSON POTTER
9780525720495
NT/GENERAL MERCHANDISE • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
4 ACCORDION-FOLD 4 COLOR PAGES (8 X 8 FOLDED)
2 HARDCOVER ENDS • FOIL STAMPING
ELASTIC HANGER • STICKER SHEET
Learning Tools Disguised as Fun from Wee Society
Meet New Friends, Share Kind Thoughts, and Be the Best Neighbor You Can Be

This official Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood guided journal provides children with plenty of thoughtful activities to do with their family, friends, and neighbors.
Johanna Basford Enchantments

Johanna Basford

Land, Sea, and Sky

Three Colorable Notebooks

The beloved inkwork of Johanna Basford’s bestselling coloring books breathes life into this set of three colorable blank notebooks—perfect for stationery lovers and journalkeepers of all ages.

JOHANNA BASFORD’S hand-drawn illustrations are loved the world over by those who have colored in (sometimes more than once) her bestselling books Magical Jungle, Lost Ocean, Enchanted Forest, and Secret Garden. She lives in Aberdeen, Scotland.
CLARKSON POTTER

Clarkson Potter creates vibrant, design-forward stationery, gifts, games, and impulse books. Our list includes favorite brands, authors, and artists, both those we’ve long admired, and those we’ve just met, and whose work will delight and inspire our key customers: the bibliophile, millennial, parent, traveler, soul-searcher, and creative.

@clarksonpotter

TEN SPEED PRESS

Ten Speed Press creates smart, high-quality, and immersive gift books. Located on the trendsetting West Coast, we partner with top authors, photographers, and artists worldwide to bring original, enduring works to curious readers everywhere.

@tenspeedpress